CIRCULAR

Sub: Switching over to Secured Broad Band Connection (Tri B DG) by 15/01/2007

Ref.: Circular no. F.1(43)/2005/IT/4486 dt. 29-09-2006 and circular no. F.1(43)/2005/IT/45890 dt. 07-12-2006 of the Department of Information Technology.

1. These guidelines will be applicable to:

   All Government departments under Government of Delhi

2. Applicability Departments already having Broadband/ dialup/ ISDN connections.

3. Secure Broadband Plan:

   MTNL has offered a broadband service to all the departments of the Government of NCT of Delhi, which will allow unlimited download with secured access to NIC servers where all centralized applications and softwares are hosted. The charges for the same are as follows:

   A. Monthly flat rental of Rs. 949/- per connection @ 256 kbps till MPLS system becomes operational.

   B. Rs. 50/- per month per connection will be charged for CPE/Modem provided by MTNL.

   MTNL has also agreed to waive off Rs. 1300/-, as initial non-refundable one-time charges for registration, installation and modem deposit per connection.

   Departments are required to switch over to this secured broad band by 15/1/07 in order to achieve higher connectivity & quality of connectivity to e-governance applications.

4. Existing Broad Band and Dial up Connection

   The department are required to convert all existing broad band plans and dial up connections to TRI B-DG plan offered by the MTNL latest by 15th January, 2007 under intimation to the IT department. This is required, as other broadband connections are not allowed to access applications hosted on NIC’s servers. Hence departments are not allowed to retain existing broadband, dialup & ISDN connection as back up connection.
5. Requirements at Department End

(i) MTNL Landline connection. No new telephone will be sanctioned as broadband enables surfing and talking at the same time.

(ii) Equipment (CPE) Requirements
- CPE (ADSL CPE/Router) recommended for a single PC, which requires a USB port in your PC.
- CPE (ADSL Router) recommended for multiple user on LAN setup, which requires an Ethernet port (RJ 45) in your LAN Hub/Switch/PC.
- Operating System: Windows 98 (Second Edition) and above and Operating System drivers. Recommended Windows 2000 / Window XP.
- PC hardware recommended: RAM (128 MB and above), HDD (Min Free Disk Space 500 MB), USB port for ADSL CPE/Router or LAN card for ADSL Router and CD ROM drive.
- In case the PC does not have the requisite port, the port needs to be got installed by the department

(CPE (ADSL CPE/Router) to be provided by MTNL. Departments need not procure the same)

6 Concurrence of IT and Finance Department:

Replacement of existing broadband/ dialup/ ISDN connections with TriB DG will not require any further approval of the IT department. However in cases of new broadband connection approval of the IT department would be required as before.

7 This issues with approval of Finance Department vide UO NO 128/Fin (T&E) dated 29-12-2006.

(Dr. G. Narendra Kumar)
Secretary (IT)

Copy for information to:
- All HODs / Secretaries / Pr. Secretaries
- Chairman /MDs of PSUs
- All head of local bodies/autonomous bodies
- All Secretaries to the Ministers
- OSD to Chief Secretary
- SIO (NIC)
- Secretary to L.G.
  GM (Broadband), MTNL